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Submitted values are: 

Your information 
Your name 
Matt Wakefield 

Address 

Email address 

Modification response 
Which main modification or consultation are you responding on? 
Western Link 

Is the main modification legally compliant? 
No 

Why do you consider it is not compliant (max 2000 words) 
It’s a good step that the western link has been partially removed from the plan, but it should be removed from the plan entirely. It is not going to help 
ease congestion as the plan is to build additional homes, negating any potential traffic impact. 
The pollution impact will increase as more house = more cars = more pollution. 
The consultation with residents about the western link in totality as been incredibly poor with no correspondence to anyone impact. If anyone tries to 
contact them around impact they just get told it doesn’t. 

Is the main modification sound? 
No 

Why do you consider it is not sound (max 2000 words) 
It’s a good step that the western link has been partially removed from the plan, but it should be removed from the plan entirely. It is not going to help 
ease congestion as the plan is to build additional homes, negating any potential traffic impact. 
The pollution impact will increase as more house = more cars = more pollution. 
The consultation with residents about the western link in totality as been incredibly poor with no correspondence to anyone impact. If anyone tries to 
contact them around impact they just get told it doesn’t. 

Detailed response and document upload 
Detailed response to main modification (A maximum of 5000 words, which equates to roughly 10 sides of A4 paper) 
It’s a good step that the western link has been partially removed from the plan, but it should be removed from the plan entirely. It is not going to help 
ease congestion as the plan is to build additional homes, negating any potential traffic impact. 
The pollution impact will increase as more house = more cars = more pollution. 
The consultation with residents about the western link in totality as been incredibly poor with no correspondence to anyone impact. If anyone tries to 
contact them around impact they just get told it doesn’t. 
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